
Gap Ministry Coordinator/Furniture Donations/Deliveries 

Hours – 28-30 hours week to include 9-1 on Saturdays.  

 

Gap Ministry Coordinator 

 Volunteers: 

 Place, train and sustain volunteers  

 Go over Love INC policies with volunteers when placing them and review yearly 

 Communicate and visit off-site gaps regularly to maintain policies and implement changes 

 Handle volunteer questions and concerns, managing any volunteer problems 

 Nurture volunteers through a variety of creative means 

 Keep upper management informed of any volunteer issues that need upper management 

involvement 

 Coordinate gap ministry schedules with volunteer schedules 

 Gap Facilities: 

 Visit off-sight gaps regularly 

 Require and maintain the highest level of excellence possibly in physical appearance 
 Suggest creative ways to improve effectiveness of gaps and implement those changes with the 

volunteers 

 Present requests for changes, additions, and improvements of physical facilities to upper 

management. If approved oversee the projects from start to finish, staying within budget, and 

managing volunteer or professional staff to complete project. 

 Keep upper management aware of facility needs, additional space requirements, or concerns 

within the gap facility 

 Coordinate with Donation Center for product needed in each gap. Verbalize needs or issues 

with warehouseman and work as a team in keeping gaps stocked 

 Open and close seasonal gap ministries 

 Paperwork and Statistics: 

 Provide all gap ministries with required paperwork for operating 

 Update and improve any and all paperwork when appropriate 

 Monitor that each gap submits paperwork in a timely manner and that it is accurate. Provide 

training and education to any gap volunteers not complying with Love INC’s needs 

 Record statistics in daily and monthly tracking sheets accurately 

 Maintain reports, files, and other gap ministry paperwork and statistics in a filing system that is 

easy for others to access 

 Create and maintain Gap Ministry policy manuals and update as needed 

 Record client activity in client file after every gap visit 

 Clients: 

 Assist Clearinghouse in scheduling clients to appropriate gaps 

 Manage any client problems related to gap ministry appointments and visits 

 Handle disgruntled client calls with discernment and wisdom, understanding Love INC’s policies 

towards assisting those in need 

 Be flexible and creative in working through client need situations associated with product 

Furniture Donations/Deliveries: 

 Take donation phone-calls. Manage furniture donation requests and refer other donation inquiries to 

appropriate staff 

 Coordinate furniture pick-ups with donors, coordinating with warehouseman and furniture teams 
 Schedule furniture delivery to clients, coordinating with warehouseman and furniture teams 

 Handle any client/donor difficulties that arise when delivering or picking up product 

 Partner with warehouseman on furniture inventory and client product availability 


